Bring extra suit jacket to
avoid wrinkles
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Advanced Editing

Wear Bra/undershirts in flesh
tone color to eliminate lines
that show under clothing

Papilio stays ahead of the
curve, using the best software
programs and technology
including Photoshop CS5,
Lightroom, OnOne, Portrait
Perfect and more!

Avoid Patterned fabrics -especially stripes, polka-dots,
animal prints, logos and
checks

Looking for the perfect
headshot? Leave the makeup bag
behind and let our certified
makeup artists work their
magic. our clients are both
male and female, with looks
varying from dewy, fresh, and
natural on corporate
executives to striking, bold, and
eccentric, on high fashion
models.
Our makeup team has over a
decade of experience, with Bobby
Brown and Mac product lines.
we recently added a spray tan
machine for additional addons, and can produce flawless
looking skin for any client.

balance out attire (if patterns)
with solid colors - helps keep
your photo from looking
outdated in a few months
Avoid scarves and neckties
unless the pattern is subtle or
muted
Stay away from logos or shiny
jewelry/cuff links
Choose clothing all in one
color to give yourself a long,
lean look - For an especially
slimming look, wear all black
Steer clear of horizontal
stripes & consider vertical
stripes, which make you look
longer and leaner
Wear blocks of color that
draw the eye away from lessthan-perfect areas
Wear Flat-front pants and side
or back zippers will flatter
your figure
Manicured nails with neutral
colors (if painted)
Keep accessories simple
Wear chap-stick or lipgloss to
moisten dry lips
Get plenty of sleep the night
before the shoot - lack of sleep
is visually evident on your face

Post production
options
Simple retouching
Cropping

Links to plan for a
successful shoot
What to wear to a photo
shoot

Color correct

What to wear for corporate
& executive pictures

Eye whitening

Photo shoot attire

Blemish control

Suggestions for men’s
wardrobe

Wrinkle reduction
Skin smoothing
Enhancements of facial
structure including lips,
cheek bones, eyebrows, etc.
Tanning or lightening of
skin
Hair lightening,
softening, tinting

How to pick timeless men’s
clothing
How to pick timeless women’s
clothing
Women’s guide to looking
slimmer
Women’s Beauty advice
Makeup basics

Special effects lengthening eyelashes,
change eye color,
straighten teeth

Women’s Hairstyles

And more!

video: Smiling tips for the
camera

Papilio’s Tips & links
official website
Advanced editing request
form
Additional add-ons

How to make your skin look
better

video: Essential tips for
beauty sleep

